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1. Parking passes
The entrance to each parking sector will be controlled by the VVAP - Venue Vehicle Admit
Permission system, also called Parking Passes. The basic Parking pass system is presented in
below tables.
Colour code chart:
Parking code
P1 – Technical
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
OTX
P - Temporary
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Colour code
P1 - Technical
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
OTX
P - Temporary

1.1 Ordinary Parking Passes
Apart for an initial provision of printed Parking Passes, the great amount of these type of PP will be
distributed in a PDF Print@Home version with QR Code, so they’ll be scanned by stadium
stewards on arrival.
CAR Parking cards designs (A4 horizontal). Each PP will have the following details:
 Host City
 Date of usage
 Parking
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1.2 Special Parking Passes
UEFA Fleet

This OTX (All Transport) PP is dedicated to the UEFA fleet ONLY. So it will be found on every pool
(guest/staff) UEFA branded vehicle.
OTX allows the vehicle bearing it to access to ALL parking in ALL venues, but to park only in the
dedicated parking spaces available in each venue according to the below chart:
Venue
Bologna
Reggio Emilia
Cesena
San Marino
Trieste
Udine

Primary Parking
P1
P1
P1
P1
P1 VIP
P1

Overflow Parking
P4
N/A
P4
P3
P2
P3

Temporary

It’ll provided by the Venue Manager on MD only, and only within 4 hours from KO, to the Venue
suppliers. Before 4 hours from the KO and after 2 hours for the FW there’ll be no need for a PP.
The Venue Manager will manage independently these parking passes, assisted by the relevant HC
Transport Coordinator.
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1.3 Teams, Referees and Technical Observers Parking Passes
Team Buses Parking cards designs: the design is essentially the same of cars but in a bigger size
(A3 horizontal). Front and back:

The first set of parking passes has been already distributed. The remaining print@home PPs will be
distributed by email.

1.4 Disabled Parking
Disabled parking access will be granted to the dedicated areas to those vehicles already carrying an
official Disabled vehicle card issued by their relevant government, as shown in the example here
below.

Blue lights vehicles access will be granted to the dedicated areas to those police and emergency
forces on duty - according to the allotments decided by the local Prefettura - without issuing any
specific parking pass.
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